STAYING CALM
AND
SUPPORTING
YOUR FAMILY
AND CHILDREN

T H R O U G H
C O R O N A V I R U S

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLES’
RESPONSES TO STRESS ARE NORMAL AND
MAY LOOK LIKE THIS:

- Change in behaviour (any changes
may be a sign of stress) - Staying close More clingy - Anxious - Agitated Seeking reassurance - Frequent
questioning - Bedwetting - Changes in
eating behaviour and sleep patterns.

USING A CALM APPROACH TO RESPOND WILL HELP:

Communication - Listen and acknowledge their concerns. Scripts may help such as: “I can see you’re worried about…….
(nanny/not seeing your friends/school)” “Would it help if we…….(skyped nanny/ organised a schedule for some fun project
work you can do with friends online)?” “If someone is ill with flu or Corona and starting to feel unwell, they may rest at home
or go to hospital where doctors can help them feel better.”
Attention-Give them extra time and attention at this time. Make time to answer their questions, to play, have fun and relax.
Love- An approach showing love and kindness will help you, your child and your family relax and feel safe.
Mindset- Manage the household mood, the media influence and myths. Childrens' senses will be heightened at times of stress.
They will look to you for reassurance, to set the tone or mood of the home. Positive environmental cues will help calm the
feeling of stress, anxiety and panic. Try to watch the news in the day and discuss calmly without catastrophizing or speaking
openly in front of the children about worse case scenarios. They may not look like they are listening but they are.

Get Physically and
Mentally Fit:

https://www.who.int/docs/defaultsource/coronaviruse/helping-children-copewith-stress-print.pdf
https://youngminds.org.uk/blog/what-to-do-ifyou-re-anxious-about-coronavirus/

Summary
Prompts:

Love, Time and Attention is Free and Limitless.
Talk about Feelings.
News and Facts not Fake News and Social
Media.
Isolate but Stay Connected.
Breathing to Sleep.
Flexible Routines

TIPS ON STAYING
CALM

‘Let yourself off’ – be kind to yourself
and others by not expecting too much
from yourself and others –especially
if feeling unwell. If self-isolating it
may be a good time to get some of
those jobs done you rarely have time
for but don’t overstretch yourself.

Exercise releases positive feelings of
wellbeing. Try out some online
activities such as Yoga, Pilates, Tai Chi
or simple garden based circuit stations
with the family.
Create a manageable and flexible
basic routine as this with help to
separate home based work for
yourselves or children and relaxation
time. Base routines around Tasks,
Play, Relax and Staying Connected as
a family. Stick to routines of getting
up, washed, dressed and sleepingagain to maintain structure and
wellbeing.
Answering difficult questions. If you
need to find out the stick to credible
sites such as: World Health
organisation and BBC News.
Social media- Myths, conspiracy
theories and disaster stories are rife at
the moment. If your teenager is
bombarded with negative media this
may increase their stress. Direct them
to government websites, NHS,
Anxiety UK- here they will find
responsible news reporting, facts and
helpful mindfulness activities.

Simple breathing techniques may
help when anxious or struggling to
sleep. This techniques signals to the
brain that we are calm and not under
threat. It also distracts away from
other thoughts as counting breaths
and puts you in control of your bodies
breathing. For example: Calm
breathing techniques 7-11. Breathing
in for 7 and out for 11. You will find
your own comfortable pace- it may be
3-5 or 5-7. Try it out.

